Kindergarten at CLA is focused on growing academically, socially, and spiritually in a
grace-filled and fun environment.

– The students are taught beginning Old Testament stories and truths,

as well as important character traits such as honesty, love, and thankfulness.
– Using Abeka Phonics program, students grow from simply identifying letters and
sounds to reading short and long vowel words and sentences with fluency and expression.
– Students will master letter formation and emergent writing skills.
– Kindergarten students learn foundational concepts of counting, number sense to
100, shapes, ideas of greater/less, and simple adding and subtraction.
– Unit studies are used as the basis of our science and social

studies learning. In the fall, we learn about senses, nocturnal animals, the first
Thanksgiving, and Christmas in other countries. We visit the Tallahassee Junior Museum to
give up close experience with the animals we’ve studied. In the spring, we cover basic
health, safety, and manners. We finish the year with a unit to ocean animals and also bees,
including trips to the Gulf Specimen Lab and a local bee hive.

“I appeal to you there, brothers, by the mercies of God, to present your bodies as a living
sacrifice, holy and acceptable to God, which is your spiritual act of worship. Do not be
conformed to this world, but be transformed by the renewal of your mind, that by testing
you may discern what is the will of God, what is good and acceptable and perfect.”

Mrs. Greaves has been a teacher at CLA since 2014. She holds a Bachelors of
Science from Toccoa Falls College, with a double major in Early Childhood
Education and Bible. She feels blessed to be able to teach at CLA because of
the Christ centered atmosphere and the wonderful focus on addressing
heart issues along with academics.

